
Please read the instructions carefully before use.

The ear thermometer is a device capable of achieving infrared temperature measurement when placed in 
the auditory canal of a patient. It is a safe means of measuring human body temperature through the ear. 

SPECIFICATION:
The standard we adopted in EN12470-5:2003 Clinical thermometers - Part 5: Performance of infrared ear 
thermometers (with maximum device). 
This device complies with the requirements of IEC 60601-1:1998, and IEC 60601-1-2:2001.

Range of displayed temperature: 93.2°F to 111.2°F  
(34.0°C to 44.0°C)

Display L°C (L°F) when the temperature is under 93.2°F (34.0°C)
Display H°F (H°C) when the temperature is over 111.2°F (44.0°C)

Operating ambient:
Temperature: 60.8°F to 95.0°F (16°C to 35°C)
Humidity: ≤80%RH

Storage and transport condition:
Temperature: -13°F to 131°F (-25°C to 55°C)
Humidity: ≤85%RH

Display resolution temperature range: 0.1°F (0.1°C)

Accuracy: ±0.4°F (from 95.9°F to 107.6°F) 
±0.2°C (from 35.5°C to 42.0°C)

 
Display: liquid crystal display, 3 1/2 digits 
Temperature value: display the maximum temperature in measuring process
Temperature unit: celsius of fahrenheit 
Display of memory: last ten memories
Low voltage warning: the LCD display  and then a beep sound is heard

Power consumption: 9 million watt in measurement mode

Battery: one 3V Lithium battery (CR 2032)

Battery life: 4000 measurements

Dimension: 110mm by 35mm by 35mm

Net weight: Approx. 37g

Self-testing sequence: Press the ‘ON/RECALL’ button to turn on the thermometer and all of the symbols (See 
Fig A) should be displayed on the LCD in one second.

CAUTION:
•	 Never	use	the	thermometer	for	purposes	other	than	those	for	which	it	is	intended.	Please	follow	the	

general safety precautions when using on children.
•	 Never	immerse	the	BIOS	Diagnostics™	Instant	Ear	Thermometer	into	water	or	other	liquids	(not	

waterproof). For cleaning and disinfecting please follow the instructions in the ‘Cleaning and storage’ 
section.

•	 Keep	the	thermometer	away	from	direct	exposure	to	the	sun	and	keep	it	in	a	dust-free,	dry	area	between	
-4°F to 122°F (-20°C to 50°C).

•	 Do	not	use	the	thermometer	if	there	are	any	signs	of	damage	on	the	measuring	tip	or	the	instrument	itself.	
If damaged, do not attempt to repair the instrument. 

•	 This	BIOS	Diagnostics™	Instant	Ear	Thermometer	consists	of	high	quality	precision	parts.	Do	not	drop	this	
instrument.	Protect	it	from	severe	impact	and	shock.	

WARNING
•	 Use	of	this	BIOS	Diagnostics™	Instant	Ear	Thermometer	is	not	intended	as	a	substitute	for	consultation	

with your physician.
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•	 Small	pieces	may	be	ingested	and	present	a	choking	hazard.	Keep	away	from	children.
•	 It	is	not	recommended	to	use	infrared	thermometers	on	children	under	2	years	of	age.	
•	 Infrared	thermometers	should	not	be	used	to	manage	important	health	concerns,	and	therefore,	parents	

should not rely solely on temperature readings to evaluate the status of your child’s health. If you have any 
concerns, consult with your doctor. 

HOW TO USE (°F DISPLAYS FOR EXAMPLE):
Measuring human body temperature in the ear canal
1. Press the ’ON/RECALL’ button to turn on the thermometer, a beep sound is 

heard and the LCD displays as Fig A in one second. When the LCD displays 
as	Fig	B,	the	unit	is	now	ready	for	measuring	ear	temperature.

2.	Straighten	the	ear	canal	by	pulling	the	outer	ear	up	and	back	to	give	a	clear	
view of the drum. 

3. While pulling the outer ear, insert the probe snugly into the ear canal, press 
the SCAN button, release it. When you hear a beep sound, the measurement 
is complete. Remove the thermometer from the ear and the temperature 
measurement is displayed on the screen. 

4. If measuring again, press and hold the SCAN button and wait for the ‘ ’ 
symbol to display then press the SCAN button to measure again.

5. Memory search: Press the ‘ON/RECALL’	button,	the	last	ten	memories	(NO.	9	
-		NO.0)	will	take	turns	to	display	on	the	LCD	as	Fig	C	and	Fig	D.	

6. The LCD will display ‘Er 1’ as Fig E and won’t display a temperature when the 
ambient temperature is out of the range of 60.8°F to 95.0°F (16°C to 35°C)

 Note:	Before	measuring,	the	thermometer	should	be	stabilized	at	the	
operating ambient condition for a minimum of 30 min.

7. Shut off: The thermometer will automatically shut off if no buttons are 
pressed in one minute.

CLEANING AND STORAGE:
1. Store the thermometer in a dry location free from dust and contamination 

and away from direct sunlight. The ambient temperature at the storage location should remain fairly 
constant and within the range of -13°F to 131°F (-25°C to 55°C)

2.	Use	an	alcohol	swab	or	cotton	swab	moistened	with	alcohol	(70%	Isopropyl)	to	clean	the	
thermometer casing and the measuring probe. Ensure that no liquid enters the interior of 
the thermometer.

3. Never use abrasive cleaning agents, thinners or gasoline for cleaning and never immerse 
the	instrument	in	water	or	other	cleaning	liquids.	Take	care	not	to	scratch	the	surface	of	
the probe lens or display.

REPLACING THE BATTERIES:
1. When voltage of the battery is low, LCD will display ‘ ’ symbol, please replace the battery. The 
thermometer	cannot	work	accurately	under	the	condition	of	low	voltage.

2. Remove the battery cover and pull down the metal button see (Fig F) the battery will pop 
out,	then	you	can	take	out	the	old	battery.

3. Place a new battery, the positive side “+” up and the negative side “-” down.
4.	Please	take	out	the	battery	to	avoid	battery	leaking	if	unit	not	used	for	over	six	months.		

TWO YEAR WARRANTY: 
If	this	product	proves	to	be	defective	in	material	or	workmanship	within	two	years	of	
purchase, please return it to the address below. It will be repaired or replaced without 
charge	upon	receipt	of	the	unit	prepaid	with	$5.00	to	cover	handling,	packaging	and	return	
postage.  Please include proof of purchase, your full name, address, daytime phone number or email 
address.

16975 Leslie Street  
Newmarket, ON  L3Y 9A1
www.biosexactly.com 
TH2576_060211
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